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CHAIRMAN’S REPORT

For the last couple of months the repair of the landing has been
a major focus.
There have been regular working bees held each weekend since the
end of January, and steady progress has been made. The timber was
removed from the west end, and the old step brackets cut away.
The original steel beams were cleaned back to the metal, proofed
against further rust, and new galvanised beams set in place over the
top. New step brackets have been fitted, concrete poured to secure
the new beams, and timbers re-fitted. At time of writing several bays
at the west end have been re-opened for use. Similar treatment to the
last remaining old beam in the centre of the landing will see the whole
of the landing back in operation in perhaps another month’s time.
All the labour for this task has been done by voluntary labour.
Altogether there have been 14 days of working bees (nominally
9am to 12 noon, but often longer), with a total of 26 volunteers
contributing a grand total of 85 man days of their time! Our thanks
go to all of them for their efforts.

Alex James (left) and Kevin Hannington at the landing working bee.
Photo courtesy David Bevan.

You will read elsewhere about how much the Club depends on the
voluntary efforts of a wide range of members. We are sincerely
grateful to all volunteers for the work they put in. The Club simply
wouldn’t function without them.
The additions to the intermediate boat fleet should all be in place by
the start of the coming Winter Series. Three K2s and two K1s have
recently been delivered to the club and await checking prior to use.
The rationale behind the selection of the boats has been to enable
paddlers to work through improving their skills and finding the level
with which they are comfortable before committing to the purchase of
their own boat.
The K1s in the intermediate fleet, the degree of stabilty and the
approximate volume of each boat is listed here:
Orange Ranger & Lancer FCC20
Rebel 46 FCC54
Rebel 50 FCC55
Tiger FCC08, Tiger FCC10
Hornet 1, Hornet 2
Cleaver X FCC09, Cleaver X FCC16

Low volume, high to medium
stability
Medium volume, high stability
High volume, high stability
Low volume, medium to low
stability
Medium to high volume,
medium stability
High volume, low stability

Peter Goldsworthy (centre) instructing name?, name? and name? at the
landing working bee. Photo courtesy David Bevan.

Rachel Heath has recently resigned from the position of Director and
Chair of the Social Committee due to family reasons. Carsten Ahrens
has been appointed to take Rachel’s place. We welcome Carsten
to the Board and thank Rachel for her valuable contributions to our
deliberations, and her energetic leadership of the Social Committee.
A number of junior (and some senior) members are soon to set off
to the Australian Championships in South Australia. Good luck to all!
For the rest of us, the Winter series starts soon. Be ready!

? (left) and Don Campbell mixing concrete. Photo courtesy David Bevan.

David Bevan
Chairman
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CAN YOU HELP OUT AT FAIRFIELD?

When people join Fairfield Canoe Club they generally do so to
paddle but with the knowledge that FCC is a friendly club with
good facilities in a fabulous location. The club has a well publicised
reputation of producing many great paddlers for local competition
and at state, national and international levels. However, what is not
so well known is the enormous contribution made by club members
over many years who volunteer their time to build and maintain the
clubs services and facilities.
Currently the club has over 250 members, all who have become
a member of the Fairfield Canoe Club Co-operative Ltd. Often the
word Co-operative is left off the FCC title but it is worthwhile to
consider what this really means. In layman terms a Cooperative is
where all members are treated equally but also where all members
can make a contribution to the ongoing success of the Cooperative.
Ours being a shareholding Cooperative also means that each
member is a part “owner” of the club and with this ownership comes
an expectation that members have an interest in ensuring the success
of the club.
Whilst the legal governance of the club is managed by a Board of
7 elected members (2 year terms) the club utilises a sub-committee
structure to manage the day to day activities. As you will see from
the list below there are some committees with very few members
meaning some members bear an unfair load. Most people find that
participation in one of the sub-committees or simply supporting
a sub-committee by taking on a task can be a very rewarding
experience.
Recently a club member commented that FCC wasn’t really a ‘club,’
just a place to paddle. This started a lively debate about what a club
is – a debate that I am sure will continue. But clearly, many members
willingness to volunteer their time to the club is just one indication
that they are not just here to paddle but recognise the benefits of a
collective effort. Of course there are also the regular social events,
both formal and informal, the organised club Sunday training
sessions, beginners courses and coordinated efforts for races that all
show the club is more than just a place to paddle.

So have a look at the committees and tasks listed below and see
where you could make a contribution.
Board
Chairman David Bevan, Treasurer Mick Kane, Secretary Don
Campbell, Liz Jenkins, Neil Grierson, Tony Payne, Rachel Heath
(recently resigned for happy family reasons) replaced by
Carsten Ahrens
Technical Committee
Chairman Liz Jenkins, Gary Flanigan, Julie Perriam, Joe Alia,
Peter Goldsworthy
Communication Committee
Chairman Tony Payne, Michael Loftus-Hills, Julie Perriam,
Marc Bellette, Scott Whiffin, Alex Goldsworthy, Jen Stevens,
Anna Wilson, Roger Tralaggan
Club Maintenance and Capital Works Committee
Chairman David Bevan, Alex James (landing upgrade design
and project management)
Social Committee
Chairman Rachel Heath (recently resigned) replaced by
Carsten Ahrens, Marg Buck, David Bishop, Sussan Ahrens
Boat and Racking Committee
Chairman Neil Grierson, Peter Thompson
Some of the tasks undertaken by members:
3 Replacing consumables in the kitchen
3 Replacing first aid supplies
3 Leading Sunday morning training sessions
3 Conducting beginners courses
3 Administering the club website
3 Sending out weekly eNews bulletins
3 Preparing the club newsletter twice per year
3 Repairing club boats
3 Auditing boat racks
3 Monitoring the rack waiting list
3 Organising club participation in marathon and sprint races
3 Mowing lawns
3 Rebuilding the landing (26 members have contributed so far)
3 Clearing weeds and overgrown vegetation from the garden
3 Sweeping out the club downstairs
3 Maintaining stocks of club uniforms
Tony Payne
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TEAM BIG RED BUS

UPCOMING EVENTS

EVENTS FOR 2010
April
25

Winter Series Race 1

Warrnambool

All Schools Championships

Essendon

Winter Series Race 2

Patterson Lakes

Winter Series Race 3

Bairnsdale

12

World Cup 1 – ICF

TBA

20

Winter Series Race 4

Fairfield

May
2
16

June
6

Alex James (front) and Trevor Archibald at the start of the Murray Marathon
Challenge. Photo courtesy YMCA.

July
18

Winter Series Race 5

24–25 World Cup 2 – ICF

Ivanhoe
Germany

August
1

Winter Series Race 6

Geelong

15

5/10km Championships

TBA

22

Winter Series Race 7

Essendon

September
4–5

Victorian Championships

Geelong

19

Ted Pace

Footscray

23–26 ICF World Championships

Banyolas, Spain

October
2–3

Bendigo Cup

Bendigo

17

Echuca Mini

Barmah

30

Barwin Mini

Geelong

31

Bridge to Bridge

Geelong

November
21

Eildon Bush Tri

Eildon

December
4

Ben Ward 40 Miler

Yarrawonga

12

Footscray Dress Rehearsal

Footscray

26

Murray Marathon

Yarrawonga

In December last year Trevor Archibald and I (Team Big Red Bus)
decided to participate in the YMCA run Vicsuper Murray Marathon
challenge – a 63km paddle down the Murray River from Echuca
to Torrumbarry Weir.
The Preparation
An early rise 4.50am (ouch) at Trev’s folks place in Kyabram had us
at the start in Echuca at 6.20am, marshalled at 6.40am and under
the starters gun at 7.00am.
The Start
The heart rate was 130bpm on the start line and we had not done
anything yet – clearly the adrenaline was pumping. We took off
trying to keep the effort under control but it was proving quite difficult
to get the heart rate down from 160bpm. Even though we weren’t
officially racing – the event is classed as a “challenge” – we wanted
to put in a good performance. During training we had kept our heart
rates around 130bpm to low 140s which we figured would see us
through the 63km distance. Another touring canoe double (TC2) team
“Dum & Dumma” was alongside, seemingly racing us, which was
a distraction from our attempted even pacing. Trev and I had raced
regularly many years ago and the competitive juices were bubbling
up. About 8kms into the race, the other boat put on a bit of a burst
and we queried their enthusiasm. We were advised by them that they
were in a relay team and they were looking forward to getting out of
the boat at the next checkpoint (Alpha) only about 2km away. Trev
laughed and suggested that a check of their calculations would see
them some 6km short of the destination according to time elapsed
and the GPS reading. Well that took the wind out of their sails and
they went out the backdoor very smartly. We felt a bit better after that
and got a good steady rhythm happening.
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Checkpoint Alpha (15km)
It was already pretty warm; a break at the first check point 15kms
and 1 and a half hours down saw us in third place for line honours
and feeling pretty good. But it was early days, we kept monitoring our
speed with a GPS and heart rates to ensure we didn’t blow up too
early. It was going to happen, we just didn’t know when and definitely
did not want it to happen too far out from the finish line. You would
not consider our preparation ideal with only 5 training sessions and
about 50km behind us as a team but we hoped age and experience
would carry us through. If not then isn’t that what V and red bull were
invented for?
Checkpoint Bravo (30km)
The next leg, another 15kms and we were still going pretty well but
3 hours in and with a gut full of sugary Gatorade, carbo shots, tinned
fruit and jelly snakes I was looking forward to a jam sandwich and
maybe a mars bar at Bravo.
One problem, we had not advised our land crew of this and they
had brought down from the car just the bare essentials such as
tinned fruits, iced teas and our drink bladders refilled. It was too far
back to the car and the esky full of what we wanted, so off we went,
somewhat put out, but poor preparation and instruction was of our
own making. I had also borrowed some sunscreen off another land
crew (they are all willing to help a fellow paddler no matter how
badly prepared) to prevent sunburn.
We did have some carbo shots and tinned fruit taped into the boat
and hit them early into the next leg not wanting to hit the wall but
with a few kilometres before the next checkpoint we were starting
to flag. Trev was feeling a bit better than me as he had taken a V
and his heart rate was in the high 160s about 20bpm more than me.
I was concerned this would be the end of him sooner rather than later
but he said he was feeling ok. The next and last checkpoint before the
last leg was seemingly a long way off as the GPS was showing
the boat speed down from its previous average of 11km/hr to low
10s and high 9s. This was telling us two things – first that we were
tiring and second that the river was slowing as it approached our
final destination at the Torrumbarry Weir.

Many boats came past us as we left Charlie and it was good to have
company on the river having paddled on our own for nearly all but
the first 5kms of the day. These were mostly racing kayaks good for
a few km/hr more than our boat but they were now managing only
just to creep past. They had set off up to an hour or more after us
and had been on the water less time but some of the boats are not
as comfortable as ours and to look around it showed.
Anyway only 10 or 12kms to go, not long now and we will be
celebrating at the finish. Then the wheels started to fall off, well get
pretty wobbly anyway. Trev and I were missing strokes or catching the
water badly and a swim was not part of the race plan. We refocused
with a slightly eased output to ensure a dry finish. The paddles were
feeling quite heavy and the midsection stabilisers (abs and hip flexors)
were now like jelly, I knew we only had half an hour or so to go but
the tiredness was a real distraction and I had to regularly remind
myself to sit up and paddle with good technique. Tired paddlers were
everywhere, we re-passed some boats that had gone past us while
we were refuelling at Charlie, and many were on the bank just trying
to get feeling back in their posteriors, others just floating trance like
in the middle of the river sometimes rafted up with others. The lines
some paddlers were taking zigzagging down the river was another
key indicator of the altered state of mind on board.
Carbo shots were now making no difference to the energy output and
by crikey we were hot. We were now having regular (short) stops to
wet our hats to get the head and body temperature down as it was
now well into the high 30s in the shade let alone in the sun.
There was much debate about the distance from the finish with every
boat coming past, the time elapsed seemed to indicate the finish was
not far away but the GPS suggested otherwise.
A sudden exclamation from Trev and an acceleration from a racing
kayak nearby confirmed what Trev was saying – the finish is about
1km ahead in the distance. Sure enough a crowd was now visible
on the bank. We tried not to get too excited and steamed off toward
the finish. I was very hot and had a blinding headache, if not for the
headache I would have long ago skulled the V drink I had put in the
boat at the last checkpoint.

Checkpoint Charlie (47km)

The Finish (63km)

Checkpoint Charlie looked very welcoming and the jam sandwich was
just as good as I expected as my guts were awash with sugary drinks.
It was good to be out of the boat again standing up although my
bum was not as sore as I expected. Sore bottoms are the undoing of
many a paddler, both fit and unfit.

We slowly but steadily increased our speed trying to look the part
as we crossed the line, we weren’t going flat out as I didn’t want to
cramp on the line. But the tiredness took over and I stuffed up one
stroke right at the finish splashing water everywhere. Never mind,
I was just happy to finish the longest paddle in a TC2 I had done
for 28 years.

Once again we had not instructed our land crew of what to bring
down – (didn’t we just have that problem earlier?) – that’s what
fatigue does to you, we needed to replenish our boat stocks – luckily
the car was not far away and they willingly ran back for the energy
drinks and GU shots.

Alex James
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MURRAY MARATHON 2009

Fairfield was well represented at the Murray Marathon in 2009.
There were a variety of club and school (Trinity and Strathcona)
relay teams and individual participants, including those in the new
single day event, a very successful innovation introduced by the new
operators, the YMCA. Clearly the club is one of the single biggest
supporters of the MM at every level. The results can be viewed at the
website www.murraymarathon.ymca.org.au.
What was the experience of the MM like under its new operators?
Well, it was different. There was a slight anti-climactic feel to it after
the excitement of the 40th and last Red Cross MM. The YMCA has
a different view of its role as operator of the event compared with the
Red Cross who in latter years ran the event chiefly as a fund-raiser.
It is clear that the philosophy of the YMCA will be expressed through
its engagement of the communities along the Murray River. It will be
interesting to see how it develops its relationship with the paddling
community, particularly in Victoria.

Trinity boys finishing the Murray Marathon at Swan Hill. Photo courtesy
Don Campbell.

On the water, the starts were less exciting and participation took on
the flavour of a multi-day series of time trials. The single day event
was a very successful innovation for those who participated as either
a relay team or as an individual participant covering the whole
distance on the one day. The presentation event on the final evening
was a big success at Swan Hill.
I have asked the YMCA to forward the records from the Red Cross
MM for the various classes. Hopefully these will be posted on the
FCC website for ease of access.
Don Campbell

Angus Campbell, Jennifer Stevens and name? Photo courtesy Don Campbell.

Chris Bennett finishing the Murray Marathon. Photo courtesy Don Campbell.

Fairfield Flyers paddled in the relay at the Murray Marathon. Photo courtesy
Don Campbell.
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SUMMER SERIES

Grand Prix Races 1 & 2
Deniliquin/Yarrawonga
January 23/24
This year it wasn’t too hot at Deniliquin and the Edward River was
calm, in fact too calm because there were a lot of reeds in the water
which made it difficult to find a clear path. The Le Mans start is a
highlight of this event but with only 30 starters there was not too
much excitement at the start this year. It is a great pity the Deniliquin
race is not promoted more strongly by Canoeing Victoria. It is a
long way to Deniliquin but in combination with the familiar event
at Yarrawonga the next day, the Australia Day weekend series of
grand prix races is well worth supporting. At Yarrawonga the next
day the club was well represented and the race better supported
by the paddling community in general.
Results are available at www.vic.canoe.org.au.
Don Campbell

Margaret Stevens ready to race at Yarrawonga. Photo courtesy Don Campbell.

Darren Ryan paddling at Yarrawonga. Photo courtesy Don Campbell.

Jennifer Stevens, Marlena Aherns and name? paddling at Yarrawonga.
Photo courtesy Don Campbell.
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SUMMER SERIES

GRAND PRIX RACES 4 & 5
Frank Harrison Memorial Race Albury March 6/7
The river below the Hume Weir was at a low level, it ran quickly and
there were plenty of snags. It was also infested with an algal bloom.
Many club members supported this event, comprised of single and
doubles events over the two days. A variety of classes were offered,
including the full 26km downriver from the Weir or a 16km course
for veterans and junior age groups starting from the picturesque site
at the bridge on Waterworks Road.
The event is well run by the Mitta Mitta Canoe Club, one of the most
successful clubs in Australia in terms of its production of Australian
Marathon team members. It also has a beautiful club house in
Noreuil Park, Albury. Despite the algal bloom caused by the low
level of the Hume Weir, this event is really worth supporting. It is an
excellent lead up to the National titles as well as for those who want
to test their skills in swirling waters below the weir.
Results are available at www.vic.canoe.org.au.
Don Campbell

While Melburnians were being inundated by golf sized hail stones,
a small contingent of FCC paddlers headed to the Murray for the
Frank Harrison Memorial race for 2 days of paddling.
The weather on Saturday for the senior singles and junior doubles
was a relaxing balmy 25 degrees, but the river was swirly and very
fast flowing with many snags and rocky patches just under the
surface. The Open K1 class with Angus Campbell started below the
Hume Weir wall to complete 26km. Lisa Newton, Peter Goldsworthy,
and me in K1s and Liz Jenkins in the TK1 class began at the
Waterworks bridge for a 16 km paddle as did Chris Grundy and
Tom Hedditch in the U/16 doubles.
Angus came past us and was gone in a flash and we tentatively
headed for the start line. We were joined by paddlers who had been
lurking under the willow trees to avoid being swept down past the
start line. The river was very challenging as we were never sure if
our paddles would suddenly disappear into the swirls and glassy
patches. I was quite surprised to see a K1 paddler come flying past
only to beach himself midstream on an unseen rocky island. Not
to be deterred, he hopped out, did a 10 metre midstream portage
and joined his mates on the other side! Clearly the locals knew the
channels which was a significant advantage.
The contingent ate at the club that night devouring fluorescent yellow
and green jellies, unidentifiable deserts and lava flows of chocolate
ice-cream, puddings and mouses – all in the name of carbohydrate
loading! The cool change came through that night and Sunday was
cool and rainy but good paddling conditions. Lisa and I paddled a
K2 and Don Campbell and Peter decided it was to be another K1 day.
It was far easier to interpret the river from the experience the previous
day although there were plenty of mishaps – K1s tipping out before
the start, a TK2 which appeared to have sunk and the Trinity rudder
snapping 2km from the finish by a snag.

Deb paddled both days at Albury. Photo courtesy Don Campbell.

It was a great experience paddling in those tough conditions on the
Murray and no doubt will make paddling on a high Yarra River level
much easier. Most importantly it was a fun weekend with the group
from FCC.
Deb Sutherland

Name? Photo courtesy Don Campbell.
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PADDLER PROFILE – MARC BELLETTE

Charlie swimming and Mark paddling on the Goulburn River. Photo courtesy Anna Wilson.

My first boat was… home made using timber and chipboard when
I was about ten years old. I presented the finished craft to my parents
and argued a case for a trip down the local creek. It was never
commissioned.
I learnt to paddle... canoes in the first year of a degree in Outdoor
Education in Bendigo (1992).
My earliest paddling memory is... in my early 20s. I discovered
paddling from an interest in other outdoor pursuits. In fact, as a
kid I never paddled although I did a bit of sailing with my cousins
in WA. When I studied Outdoor Education in Bendigo, despite my
enthusiasm for the canoeing in first year, in second year we had
to specialize in two pursuits from a list of four: bushwalking, rockclimbing, ski-touring or white water kayaking. The thought of shooting
rapids didn’t seem that appealing and I gravitated towards snow and
heights. I wasn’t impressed with flat water kayaking at the time either.
Then when I moved to a farm in central Victoria, a local high school
principal (Matthew Mann) and I thought we’d train to do the Murray
Marathon full distance. At the time I owned a sea kayak and I saw it
as a way to keep fit for sea expeditions. I’ve been paddling K boats
ever since and never got started in sea kayaking.

The best advice I can offer young paddlers is... “love many, have
a few, but always paddle your own canoe.”
Rice or pasta? Definitely basmati rice.
Latte or flat white? Flat white, can’t be bothered with fluff.
The hardest race I’ve ever done in a boat is? That is a hard
question. Last year I did the Hawkesbury Classic. The distance was
OK, but as Anna Wilson and I drove up on Friday and back on
Sunday and did the K2 race over Saturday night. I felt sick in the car
all the way home.
I wish I could paddle like... someone with long arms – do you think
they can be stretched out?
Scott Whiffin
Editors note: Marc is well known for his ability to paddle fast, with
his head down, using all the river. Rumour has it that a new award
“The Marc Bellette” award will be presented this year for those
who are directionally challenged. Nominations received so far are
Kevin Hannington and Chris Wharton. Others nominations welcome.

My current boat is.... an Unfair Advantage Raptor. I find it surprisingly
stable (although I prefer to take an occasional swim).
The boat I wish I could afford is... an equipped sea kayak (with some
added knowledge and skills for a safe journey) or a luxury cruising
yacht. Come to think of it – I’ll take the yacht.
My favorite place to paddle is... on the Yarra. It is as simple as that.
In fact, I’d go as far to say that my favorite part of Melbourne is the
Yarra.
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BUILT FOR SPEED?

Start within 10 seconds... GO! There‘s no time to waste at the start
of a sprint race! Especially the 200m races! Just recently, the open
men recorded times as quick as 37.14 seconds at the Australian
2010 Canoe Sprint National Championships held at the Sydney
International Regatta Centre in Penrith, NSW. The fastest female time
was clocked at 41.89 seconds. This type of race is a long way short
of the 1 to 2 hour events raced by a large number of experienced
marathon paddlers at Fairfield Canoe Club. It feels quite bizarre to
be putting in 2 hours worth of energy into a race that is less than
a minute! Both I have discovered, are equally exhausting and have
a similar feeling of exhilaration and achievement.
Several FCC members have been toughening up, adding 4 extra
kilograms (of lead, stones, sand, dumbells or tools) to their marathon
weight kayaks and dipping their toes into the sprint season this year.
The following club members competed in the Victorian Championships
at either Essendon on the 30th January and/or Geelong on the
21st February:
Marlena Ahrens
Tim Arnold
Chris Bennett
Margaret Buck
Angus Campbell
James Campbell
Gary Flanigan
Elizabeth Jenkins

Peta Wait (left) paddling in the WK4 1000 Open final. Photo courtesy
Jennifer Stevens.

Lisa Newton
Jonathon O‘Leary
Peter O‘Leary
Kelly O‘Shanassy
Chris Runting
Jennifer Stevens
Margaret Stevens
Peta Wait

Marlena Ahrens, Jennifer Stevens and Peta Wait were then selected as
part of the Victorian Sprint Team to represent the State at the National
Championships at Penrith. Unfortunately Marlena was unable to
attend the Championships due to university studies however Peta
and Jennifer had some excellent races and great results in a very
competitive field bringing home some medals to Victorian soil. Peta
came 1st WK4 1000 Open final, 1st WK2 5000 Open final, 2nd WK2
1000 Open final and 3rd WK4 200 Open final. Jen came 1st WK1
5000 U23 final, 2nd WK1 1000 U23 final and 2nd WK2 5000
Open final.
Thank you to all the club coaches, members, family and friends who
have assisted at club, state and national level in the development of
the sprint discipline and particularly for supporting paddlers keen to
participate in sprint kayaking.
One of the more exciting aspects of attending Sprint Nationals was
checking out the equipment of the top paddlers in Australia including
Ken Wallace, the gold medal winner at the Beijing Olympics. I found it
very interesting observing the competition between the fastest paddlers
and sussing out their race tactics, powerful technique and even what
each athlete was drinking – one appeared to be green cordial!

Jennifer Stevens (left) winning the WK1 5000 U23 final. Photo courtesy
Jennifer Stevens.

Following this event came the end of the sprint season and having
survived the outbreak of Blue-Green Algae at Penrith, wild wind and
raging water, I feel quite relieved to have completed my first year of
sprint racing while gaining valuable experience and some personal
best times.
Hope that many more of you will have a go at some sprint paddling
later in 2010.
Until then, enjoy the longer races...back to the portaging for now.
Jennifer Stevens
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CANOE TOUR ON THE GOULBURN RIVER

Harry, Mark and Charlie paddling the Goulburn River. Photo courtesy Anna Wilson.

It was Anna Wilson who suggested that my kids Harry (aged 10)
and Charlie (7) should come on a big paddling trip over the Labour
Day long weekend. We talked it over a few times, and I kept asking
question like “are you sure?” I was keen but hesitant because
they’d never paddled more than an hour before. Originally, we had
proposed a three-day open canoe trip through the Barmah – but
then the word had passed around that the Murray River was full
of toxic algae. I couldn’t imagine it possible to keep the kids out
of the water for three days, so we finally decided on a one-day trip
on the Goulburn.
The river was up due to the rain and it threatened to rain intensely
during the day. Harry, Charlie and I wandered the streets of Seymour
until we found a shop selling Chuba Chups. We got a call from
Judith Arnt and Anna saying that they were waiting for us. Alex had
pulled the pin the night before, but had kindly sent along provisions
including food and kids paddles. But of course there was no way
the kids were going to use “kid’s paddles.” We then left a car at the
river-side parklands in Seymour and drove with the boats eastwards
to Trawool to a locality which I suppose is called Kerrisdale. After
Trawool the river wends its way on the opposite side of the valley to
the highway, but at a point the river swings back to the road-side of
the valley, and here there is a parking area and a track down to the
river.

The next section was 16km – a slower section, but still small rapids
and a good flow. We caught a glimpse of a Platypus as it flipped and
rolled out and back into the water, and we were followed for a while
by three wedge-tails. Harry and Charlie became a little bored with
orthodox methods and etiquette of paddling: Charlie swum between
boats, whilst Harry invented a new rowing style. Finally, I couldn’t
keep up with Anna and Judith and accepted the offer that they tow
our canoe for the final few kilometres into Seymour.
I’d recommend this stretch of the Goulburn River to anyone keen for a
canoe or TK2 outing – after all, it is just over one hour from the club!
Marc Bellette

The river was up, but it actually looked to be to our benefit as the
rock races were well under water. The rapids were easily navigated,
as we picked our safe lines through the Vs and paddled at a cracking
speed for about 8km back to the bridge across the Goulburn (between
Trawool and Seymour). This section of the river is very picturesque
with the valley surrounded by the steep hills of the granite country.
We had a big lunch at the bridge, and Anna and Judith produced
enough hot soup for all and we even had a medicinal beverage in
a hip flask (for some of our team).
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WATER SAFETY FOR MARATHON FLATWATER PADDLERS

The following points have been collated by Peter Goldsworthy from
a variety of sources and personal experience. The article is intended
to be a draft checklist so we would welcome any feedback or
comments (to the editor).
When racing throughout the year we often find ourselves in unknown
territory. However the same risks often exist in familiar territory.
Do not get complacent, river current and levels can change quickly
and submerged objects often move
Before a race
3 Check PFD is in good condition and correct size
3C
 heck boat has positive and fixed buoyancy (flotation) at both ends.
If in doubt fill boat with water to ensure boat deck remains above
the water.
3C
 heck boat has no holes or cracks and is not relying on duct tape
to stay afloat!
3 Arrive early and check out the local conditions.
3E
 nsure adequate food and drink supplies are on board, appropriate
for the nature and duration of the event. It is recommended that
high-energy foods should be carried particularly in colder weather.
3C
 heck the current before entering the water, throw in a twig or leaf
to assess speed.
3O
 bserve the surface of the water, swirling and rough water indicate
submerged objects or shallow water
3 Wear bright clothing
3 Wear PFD correctly and ensure size is suitable for your weight
3R
 ead and obey the signs (safety signs are usually near boat ramps
and docks)
3 If water is rough, choppy or has power boats or paddle steamers
consider fitting a spray cover

During the race
3 take all corners wide and avoid turbulent water
3 If you capsize:
– float with legs pointing downstream, try to float feet first in a half
sit position
– try to keep your boat upright so it does not fill up with water
– if possible keep a hold on your boat
– do not attempt to stand up if water is fast flowing and water
is deeper than your thigh
– do not attempt to swim against the current, gradually make your
way to the bank with the current
– if you find yourself being swept under willows float feet first,
do not try and stand up
– if you are being blown off shore hold onto your boat, use one
arm to signal for help
– cold water, often found in lakes can be lethal, seek the fastest
and safest exit from the water
– If trapped in deep mud spread your body’s weight by lying flat
on the surface, and move by slow arm and leg action or partially
lie over your boat to take your weight off your feet
3 Do not panic if you see a snake swimming across the water.
Staying calm and quiet is usually the best option. If it is heading
towards you move away from it slowly and if necessary slap the
water with your paddle to make noise and vibrations.
After the race
3 Move away from the finish line
3 Do not dive into the water to cool off, slowly walk into the water
3A
 void swimming near boat ramps, pontoons, docks and in boating
areas.

3 Launch your boat to warm up

3B
 eware of boats using the waterway and keep clear of canoe and
kayaks still competing.

3U
 se the warm up time to also assess conditions and to ensure
rudder and pump work adequately

3 Read and obey all safety signs.

3N
 otify the race organisers if you have a medical condition that could
impact your well being while on the water

Peter Goldsworthy

3 Listen carefully to the pre-race briefing
3A
 sk questions about known hazards on the course and expected
weather conditions
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JUNIORS AT FAIRFIELD

Over the past six years the juniors at Fairfield have contributed a
huge amount to the club’s paddling achievements.
In particular they have won two schools winter series championships
and two junior club championships. This is the first time in Fairfield’s
90 year history that this level of success for juniors has been achieved.
The junior squad started approximately six years ago as an eight
week trial program that included students from Trinity Grammar
and Strathcona Baptist Girls Grammar. The eight week trial proved
so successful that it was decided to continue the Saturday afternoon
junior training program and it has been operating on a continuous
basis since then.
The success of the squad extends from local club competition,
to state, national and international team representation. There are
three international paddlers and numerous Victorian State team
representatives who started with the Saturday Junior squad.
A total of nine members are competing at the 2010 National
Marathon championships held in Adelaide over Easter.

Alex Goldsworthy (left) paddling in the Ben Ward Memorial Race
at Yarrawonga. Photo courtesy Alex Goldsworthy.

The Saturday training sessions are a success due to the commitment
and support of the coaching staff, the parents and in particular the
paddlers themselves. We offer not only a structured and intense
training program but also a social environment.
At present there are twenty-six juniors that regularly attend training.
We welcome all club junior members to the squad and also encourage
parents to attend at least one session to experience the amount of
effort and hard work their children put into every training session.
Joe Alia

Alex Goldsworthy won the Ben Ward Memorial Trophy. Photo courtesy
Alex Goldsworthy.
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COMMUNICATIONS
COMMITTEE REPORT

T echnical
committee report

The new FCC website (or Lofty’s little beauty)
www.fairfieldcanoeclub.org.au

A Coaches Forum was held at the end ofMarch for all FCC Coaches
and Sunday Session Leaders. Included in the forum was a workshop
session run by Dasha Kopecek who is a FCC Member and a Level 2
Coach specializing in elite level paddlers. This workshop was to define
the finer points of coaching a forward stroke, enabling coaches to
focus on a very basic component of the technique. It is our intention
to have this process uniform for all sessions conducted at FCC.

Fairfield Canoe club has a new website design. The site features
regular club news updates and stories from members about races
and club canoe trips. There is an event calendar that lists races,
training sessions and other important club occasions. Occasional
member polls also lets you tell us what you think about issues at the
club. Members need to register to vote in the poll or submit a news
or story posting.
FCC was probably the first canoe club online in the mid 1990s.
The club websites have remained “static” mainly providing information
for new and potential members. A recent member survey revealed
that most current members rarely visited the site. The new site aims
to be more interactive and we hope that it will encourage members
to submit articles and stories.
With the launch of the new site we will also be reducing the number
of newsletters from four to two issues per year. Members will have
access to current and up to date information and the Communication
Committee will have time to work on other projects – not to forget the
saving in paper and printing costs!
If you do not have access to the internet and would still like to see
what is being posted online please put a note in the red information
box in the club house and we will post you a hardcopy of club stories.
The new website also has an ecommerce component and we are
currently in the process of developing the ability for an online
payment option for club subscriptions and share holding payment.
Check out the online poll now and tell us if you would be interested
in paying your subs online. Members will need to register to use the
ecommerce function and access some of the other features. We are
currently considering adding a forum to discuss training paddling
topics.

FCC has applied to be accredited as a Sprint Training Centre and
a High Performance Sprint Training Centre with Canoe Victoria.
This would enable us to offer sprint coaching from beginner to
elite level. This is a rigorous process on all facets of FCC, including
resources, coach qualifications, club facilities, board management,
plans and policies. We have only to complete our emergency plan
and coaching policy to complete the accreditation.
Benefits of the Sprint Training Centre for our club would be the
pathways for paddlers to elite level with potential advancement to
funding with Australian Sports Commission. Sprint racing is one of
two Olympic sports in canoeing, and with the recent success of our
junior paddlers we want to be able to offer every opportunity for
these members to reach their full potential in their chosen sport.
For this to happen, FCC will be required to meet some conditions
for CV in relation to sprint races. We are expected to compete and
provide officials at 50% of sprint regattas. We have already been
attending regattas as competitors but would need to provide qualified
officials at next season’s races. To qualify as an official it is a short
course conducted by CV, and if you express your interest on the form
at the club we can make arrangement for you with CV in the next
available course. Please consider applying to help assist our paddlers
in the safe and efficient running of regattas and marathons.
Liz Jenkins
Convenor

Any comments regarding the website are always welcome. And
remember we encourage all members to submit an article or even
just visit the site to vote on our latest poll.
Michael Loftus-Hills
Website Administrator
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